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Pyrocystis lunula is an unicellular eukaryotic algae which can grow up to a

length of 1 mm. This Dinoflagellate has the ability to produce bioluminescence

in response to water movement or movement caused by predators. The

bioluminescence is emitted as blue light. This phenomenon takes place through

the oxidation of luciferin by the enzyme luciferase.

The algae emit light only after sunset because they have an internal biological

clock to keep track of time. They use photosynthesis just like plants to obtain

their energy and therefore they need light to grow. During growth they produce

oxygen using CO2.

The oxygen is used for the oxidation of luciferin

which leads to the bioluminescence.

Temperatures on the planet are rising. Simultaneously the oxygen levels in lakes

and marina are decreasing and causing damage to wildlife and the water system

in general.

By using the bioluminescence of Pyrocystis lunula we want to measure the oxygen

concentrations of water.

According to the metabolism of dinoflagellates every luciferin metabolizes one

molecular oxygen.

Luciferin + O2

luciferase
Oxyluciferin + CO2 + light

Setting up standard oxygen concentrations and measuring the bioluminescence of

the algae we can use Pyrocystis lunula as an indicator for oxygen concentrations

in water.

Cell cultivation (temperature/ light/ aeration and nutrients)

• storage of cell culture bottles during the day in a light-flooded room, without

direct sunlight and around room temperature (17-24 ° C). If the temperature

is too high, the cells die

• the cells need a day-night rhythm (14 hours light, 10 hours darkness)

• cell culture bottles (Fig.2) are very well suited for the sensitive air supply of

algae cells, because the membrane filter in the lid provides them with

sufficient room air and on the other hand keeps bacteria and other

microorganisms, that could contaminate the cell culture, outside

• when opening the cell culture bottle, pay attention to the sterile working

method: do not speak, wear a mask and gloves, disinfect hands and work

surface with ethanol and do not leave cell culture flasks open longer than

necessary

• add Bioglow nutrient medium as food source for the algae every 14 days

(amount: 10% of the current total volume of the algae solution)

Results

• cell proliferation (Fig.6)

Conclusion

The algae need to recover after delivery and get used to their normal biorhythm

(day/night rhythm). They can then be grown under optimal conditions. If this is

done, it is possible to change the biorhythm. The actual testing can take place

within the alternative biorhythm.

The main problem with the cultivation was that we did not pay attention to the

regeneration time of the algae and wanted to change the biorhythm immediately.

Since the algae were too big for the actual counting chamber and also got stuck in

the tips of the pipettes, we had to use 6-well plates to count them.

Cell counting

• 6 well-plates are used

• divide each well into 4 equally large fields

• pipette 3 mL cell suspension into each well

• count one quarter per well (Fig.3) and multiply the

results with 4

• results:
cellnumber

3mL

Cell viability (trypan blue staining)

• cellsuspension + trypan blue (1:2)

• take 10 µL cellsuspension and put it on a microscope slide

• look at the result under the microscope → dead cells appear blue (Fig.4), living

cells appear transparent with a light brownish cell nucleus (Fig.5)

Fig.2 (cell culture bottles for the cell cultivation)

Oxygen measurements (through various water temperatures)

• e.g. use three different water temperatures : 18°C, 21°C and 24°C

• you need to stay in the range of 17-24°C because under or above this

temperatures the algae will have a hard time surviving

• for each temperature you need to measure the oxygen concentration with an

oxygen probe

• because we know that the oxygen is essential for the bioluminescence

reaction we wanted to expose the algae to different oxygen concentrations

and make photometric measurements of the bioluminescence to see if there

is a relation between the change of light emission and the oxygen

concentration in the water

Biorhythm

• in order to make the photometric measurements during the day you need to

change their biorhythm

• to achieve this you need a dark room and a lamp with a timer

• most important is that after the delivery of the algae you need to give them

one week time to recover at the normal biorhythm

Fig.3 (cell counting by

microscopy)

Fig.1 (shape of the alga)

Fig.6 (diagram cell proliferation)

Fig.4 (dead alga cell, magnification: 40x) Fig.5 (living algae cells, magnification: 10x)


